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Abstract

Biopathway databases have been developed, such as
KEGG and EcoCyc, that compile interaction struc-
tures of biopathways together with biological anno-
tations. However, these biopathways are not directly
editable and simulatable. Thus, we have made an ap-
plication, the Biopathway Executer (BPE), that re-
constructs these two major biopathway databases to
XML formats of modeling and simulation platforms.
BPE is developed with JAVA and has a database
of executable biopathways that integrates some parts
of biopathway information, KEGG and BioCyc, and
other databases, e.g. MIPS and BRENDA. Currently,
BPE employs the XML format (GONML) of a Hy-
brid Functional Petri net (HFPN) for the output.
The features of HFPN are: (i) biopathways that con-
tain discrete and continuous processes can be mod-
eled, (ii) all biopathways that are modeled with ordi-
nary differential equations (ODEs) can be remodeled,
(iii) biopathways can be modeled while keeping read-
ability by human. Other XML formats of biopath-
ways, SBML and CellML are subsets of GONML.
Thus, BPE can bridge major biopathway databases
and major modeling and simulating softwares. To
demonstrate the effectiveness/usability of BPE, four
examples are created and simulated on Genomic Ob-
ject Net which is based on the HFPN architecture;
(i) executable KEGG maps while keeping the features
of original maps, (ii) executable BioCyc maps while
keeping the features of original maps, (iii) large-scale
editable and simulatable KEGG metabolic pathways,
(iv) a metabolic pathway with gene regulatory net-
works. These examples show that BPE is a useful
tool for integrating biopathway databases for large-
scale modeling and simulation.

Keywords: Biopathways, simulation, database, Petri
net, Genomic Object Net, pathway modeling

1 Introduction

In the post-genome era, biopathway information pro-
cessing is one of the most important research topics
in Bioinformatics.
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Several biopathway databases are publicly avail-
able, such as Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) (Kanehisa & Goto 2000), Bio-
Cyc (Karp, Riley, Saier, Paulsen, Collado-Vides, Pa-
ley, Pellegrini-Toole, Bonavides & Gama-Castro 2002,
Karp, Riley, Paley & Pellegrini-Toole 2002), and
WIT (Overbeek, Larsen, Pusch, D’Souza, Selkov,
Kyrpides, Fonstein, Maltsev & Selkov 2000).

On the other hand, there are many biopathway
modeling and simulation applications. Many of their
architectures employ ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) to represent biochemical reactions, e.g. the
Michaelis-Menten equations, the mass action laws.
This approach provides mathematically well-founded
and clear interpretations of biopathways. Exam-
ples are Gepasi (Mendes 1993) and E-Cell (Tomita,
Hashimoto, Takahashi, Shimizu, Matsuzaki, Miyoshi,
Saito, Tanida, Yugi, Venter & Hutchison 1999).
Gepasi is a software package for modeling biochem-
ical systems. It aims at assisting users by translat-
ing reaction processes to matrices and ODEs. E-Cell
develops a system for representation and simulation
with GUI. A system of reactions is represented with a
spread sheet compiling substances and reactions with
ODEs. For reactions which cannot be represented
with ODEs, it employs ad hoc user-defined C++ pro-
grams. E-Cell tried to model several biopathways
including biochemical reactions in human erythro-
cyte, signal transduction for bacterial chemotaxis, en-
ergy metabolism in mitochondria, and lytic-lysogenic
switch network of λ phage (Tomita 2001). Unfortu-
nately, E-cell has no user-friendly biopathway mod-
eling tools, and it is rather complicated to use E-
Cell for modeling even simple biopathways for users.
BioSPICE (http://community.biospice.org/) is a
similar system, whose idea is to regard biopathways
as electrical circuits (SPICE is a very commonly used
software tool for electrical circuit design). These sys-
tems may be useful if focused on kinetics. But some
ad hoc features are required to enhance the systems
if the scope is not focused on kinetics. Accordingly,
in Virtual Cell (Schaff, Fink, Slepchenko, Carson &
Loew 1997), a model is defined as a collection of
species (e.g. calcium, ATP), reactions (e.g. enzyme
kinetics, receptor binding) and features (e.g. ER, cy-
tosol), and ODEs for kinetic reactions and PDEs for
diffusive objects are employed.

Unfortunately, these modeling and simulation ap-
plications cannot reuse biopathway databases effi-
ciently. Because the first aim of public pathway
databases is to reorganize biochemical information for



usage on computers for users, e.g. for searching in-
teresting pathways and making customized views for
targeting pathway, their aim is not to model and sim-
ulate. Thus, this paper discusses how to automat-
ically convert these pathway databases so that the
converted biopathways can be remodeled and sim-
ulated on existing applications. In addition, based
on the conversion process, we develop an application,
Biopathway Executer (BPE), that reconstructs two
major biopathway databases, KEGG and BioCyc to
executable XML formats for existing modeling and
simulation platforms. Currently as the output, BPE
supports the XML format (GONML) of Genomic Ob-
ject Net (GON) that architecture is based on Hy-
brid Functional Petri net (HFPN), (the reason why
BPE employs GONML as its output is described in
Section 2). BPE is developed with JAVA. It has a
database of executable biopathways that integrates
some parts of biopathway informations, KEGG and
BioCyc, other databases, e.g. MIPS (Mewes, Frish-
man, Guldener, Mannhaupt, Mayer, Mokrejs, Mor-
genstern, Munsterkotter, Rudd & Weil 2002) and
BRENDA (Schomburg, Chang & Schomburg 2002).

There are other two major biopathway XML
formats, SBML (http://www.sbml.org/) and
CellML (http://www.cellml.org/), that are going
to be supported on major modeling and simulation
applications, e.g. Gepasi, E-Cell, and Virtual Cell.
These formats are subsets of GONML. Thus, BPE
can bridge major biopathway databases and major
modeling and simulating applications.

To demonstrate the usefulness of BPE, four ex-
amples are created; (i) executable KEGG maps while
keeping the features of the original maps, (ii) exe-
cutable BioCyc maps while keeping the features of
the original maps, (iii) large-scale editable and sim-
ulatable metabolic pathways based on multi maps in
KEGG, (iv) automatically generate a metabolic path-
way and directly edit the pathway by adding gene
regulatory networks. These examples support BPE is
a promising way for recreating biopathway databases
for large-scale modeling and simulation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes why BPE employs GONML as its XML format
with biopathway examples. Section 3 defines struc-
ture of HFPN and its simulation process. Section 4
defines metabolic pathways and their catalyzed reac-
tions that are the conversion target of BPE. With the
definitions in Section 3 and Section 4, in Section 5,
we describe discrete and continuous conversion pro-
cess by BPE. In Section 6, we describe biopathways
in KEGG and BioCyc databases, their pathway maps
(views) on their website, and convert these maps with
BPE. In Section 7, more BPE features are demon-
strated with examples. Section 8 contains the con-
clusion and future work.

2 Why BPE employs GONML

The core architectures of many simulation software
packages are based on ODEs. From this viewpoint,
as the output of BPE, it is natural to select an ODE
based format. However, certain biopathway processes
are difficult to handle with ODEs, but are easily mod-
eled with HFPN.

For example, the speed of chemical reactions is
faster than that of mRNA translations (more than
1000 times faster). In addition, while mRNA trans-
lation processes, related proteins are captured and
cannot be used by other reactions. These trans-
lation mechanisms can be approximately modeled
with ODEs (Kurata & Taira 2000) but it is difficult
to model each translation with discrete values. In
HFPN, the model can be easily modeled with dis-

crete entities, and delay functions or delay constant
(these terms are defined in Section 3) (Matsuno, Doi,
Nagasaki & Miyano 2000).

As another example, we show the gene switch-
ing mechanism in λ phase gene regulatory network.
ODEs can not easily model logical rules, e.g. if gene
A is on, gene B becomes off, A is on if a condi-
tion C fills, B is off if a condition D is satisfied. In
HFPN, the switching mechanism can also be directly
modeled with discrete entities and weight function or
weight constant (these terms are defined in Section
3) (Matsuno et al. 2000).

Moreover, in HFPN, each connector can take any
function as a speed function (the term is defined in
Section 3), thus ODE based biopathway reactions
can be handled smoothly. For example, biopathways
modeled on E-Cell can be converted to HFPN based
modeling and simulation environment (Matsui, Doi,
Matsuno, Hirata & Miyano 2002).

The aim of BPE is to recreate existing biopath-
way databases for large-scale modeling and simula-
tion on existing applications. From this point of
view, these biopathway models should be represented
in a more general format. Thus, we have selected
the output of BPE to be the HFPN based biopath-
way modeling and simulation XML format (GONML)
of GON (Nagasaki, Doi, Matsuno & Miyano 2003).
In this paper, the details of the XML format of
GONML is not described. Important thing is other
major biopathway XML formats, e.g. SBML and
CellML, are subsets of GONML (Nakano, Kitakaze,
Matsuno & Miyano 2002). Thus, by converting the
XML format of GONML to that of SBML/CellML,
modeling and simulation applications that support
SBML/CellML can also use outputs of executable
biopathways by BPE.

3 Hybrid Functional Petri net

Definition 3.1 (HFPN). Initial status of Hybrid
Functional Petri net H = (

E = {E1, · · · , En},
P = {P1, · · · , Pm},

ENT = {Ent(E1, h(E1),M(E1))),
· · · ,Ent(En, h(En),M(En))},

PRO = {Pro(P1, h(P1), q(P1), FP1),
· · · ,Pro(Pm, h(Pm), q(Pm), FPm)},

CON = {· · · ,

Con(Pi, Ej , At(Pi, Ej), Fw(Pi,Ej), Fs(Pi,Ej)), · · · ,

Con(Ek, Pl, At(Ek, Pl), Fw(Ek,Pl), Fs(Ek,Pl))}),

where
· E is a finite, not empty, set of entities,
· T is a finite, not empty, set of processes,
· E ∩ P = ∅,
· h : E ∪ P → {disc, cont}, named hybrid function,
· initial marking M is



M(e) ∈ N if e ∈ E and h(e) = disc (N denotes
the set of natural numbers)

M(e) ∈ R+ if e ∈ E and h(e) = cont (R+ denotes
the set of positive real numbers
including zero),

· At : (P, E) ∪ (E ,P) → {inhibitor, process
(proc), associate(assoc)}, named connector type
mapping,
· q : P → {true,false}, named process function
type mapping,
· Process function FPq is







if h(Pq) = disc then



FPq
= dPq

(∈ R+), named delay constant
or
FPq

: R+ → R+, named delay function
(R+ denotes set of R+)

else if h(Tq) = cont and q(Pq) = false then



FPq
= sPq

(∈ R+), named speed constant
or
FPq

: R+ → R+, named speed function
else FPq

= φ,

· Connector weight function Fw(Er,Ps) is



if h(Ps) = disc then



Fw(Er,Ps) = w(Er,Ps)(∈ N), named
connector weight constant
or
Fw(Er,Ps) : R+ → N

else if h(Pt) = cont and q(Pt) = true then



Fw(Er,Ps) = s(Er,Ps)(∈ R+)
or
Fw(Er,Ps) : R+ → R+

else Fw(Er,Ps) = φ,
and Fw(Pt,Eu) is




if h(Pt) = disc then



Fw(Pt,Eu) = w(Pt,Eu)(∈ N)
or
Fw(Pt,Eu) : R+ → N

else if h(Pt) = cont and q(Pt) = true then



Fw(Pt,Eu) = s(Pt,Eu)(∈ R+)
or
Fw(Pt,Eu) : R+ → R+

else Fw(Pt,Eu) = φ,

· Connector speed function Fs(Er,Ps) is



if h(Ps) = cont, q(Ps) = true
and At(Er, Ps) = proc then



Fs(Er,Ps) = s(Er,Ps)(∈ R+) named
connector speed constant
or
Fs(Er,Ps) : R+ → R+

else Fs(Er,Ps) = φ,
and Fs(Pt,Eu) is




if h(Pt) = cont, q(Pt) = true
and At(Pt, Eu) = proc then



Fs(Pt,Eu) = s(Pt,Eu)(∈ R+)
or
Fs(Pt,Eu) : R+ → R+

else Fs(Pt,Eu) = φ.

Petri nets have intuitive graphical components,
HFPN also inherits this feature. Conventionally,
as in Fig. 1, an entity with discrete (continuous)
type is drawn with a single (a double) circle, a pro-
cess with discrete (continuous) type is drawn with
a filled (empty) rectangle, and a connector is repre-
sented with an arrow. In GONML, these components
can take any shapes or images (see Fig. 6(b)). The
feature is effectively used by BPE when converting
KEGG and BioCyc biopathway maps in Section 6
and 7.

Initial status of HFPN can be calculated with fol-
lowing steps.

HFPN Calculation Process

Figure 1: Conventional graphical representations of
HFPN components, discrete entities, continuous enti-
ties, discrete processes, continuous processes, process
connectors, associate connectors, inhibitory connec-
tors.

Input: Initial status of HFPN, H = (

E = {E1, · · · , En},
P = {P1, · · · , Pm},

ENT = {Ent(E1, h(E1),M(E1))),
· · · ,Ent(En, h(En),M(En))},

PRO = {Pro(P1, h(P1), q(P1), FP1),
· · · ,Pro(Pm, h(Pm), q(Pm), FPm)},

CON = {· · · ,

Con(Pi, Ej , At(Pi, Ej), Fw(Pi,Ej), Fs(Pi,Ej)), · · · ,

Con(Ek, Pl, At(Ek, Pl), Fw(Ek,Pl), Fs(Ek,Pl))}).

Temporal variables:
·t ∈ R+ named time,
·a set T ,
·Ms = {Ms(E1, t), · · · ,Ms(En, t)} named marking,
Mr

s = {Mr
s (E1, t), · · · ,Mr

s (En, t)} named
reserved marking, where{
Ms(Ei, t),Mr

s (Ei, t) ∈ R+ if h(Ei) = cont,
Ms(Ei, t),Mr

s (Ei, t) ∈ N if h(Ei) = disc.

Initialize:
·t ← 0,
·T ← {},
· for i ← 1 to n do Ms(Ei, 0) ← M(Ei),Mr

s (Ei, 0) ←
0.

Loop:

for i ← 1 to m do
if Executable(Pi, H,Ms,Mr

s, t, δt) = true
and h(Ps) = disc then

add (t + FPs, Ps) to T
else add (t, Ps) to T

for each (ti, Pj) ∈ T if ti ≤ t, then
remove (ti, Pj) from T
Execute(Pj ,H,Ms,Mr

s, t, δt)
t ← t + δt,

where,

function Executable(Pi, H,Ms,Mr
s, t, δt) =

for each Con(Ej , Pi, At(Ej , Pi), Fw(Ej ,Pi), Fs(Ej ,Pi))
if h(Pi) = disc
and Fw(Ej ,Pi) > Ms(Ej , t)−Mr

s (Ej , t) then
return false

else if h(Pi) = cont
and Fw(Ej ,Pi) ≥ Ms(Ej , t)−Mr

s (Ej , t) then



return false
for each Con(Ej , Pi, At(Ej , Pi), Fw(Ej ,Pi), Fs(Ej ,Pi))

if h(Pi) = disc then
Mr

s (Ej , t) ← Mr
s (Ej , t) + Fw(Ej ,Pi)

return true.

function Execute(Pj ,H,Ms,Mr
s, t, δt) =

for each Con(Ei, Pj , proc, Fw(Ei,Pj), Fs(Ei,Pj))
if h(Pi) = disc then

Ms(Ei, t) ← Ms(Ei, t)− Fw(Ei,Pj)

Mr
s (Ei, t) ← Mr

s (Ei, t)− Fw(Ei,Pj)

else if q(Pj) = false then
Ms(Ei, t) ← Ms(Ei, t)− FPj

else then
Ms(Ei, t) ← Ms(Ei, t)− Fs(Ei,Pj)

for each Con(Ei, Pj , inhibitor, Fw(Ei,Pj), Fs(Ei,Pj))
and Con(Ei, Pj , assoc, Fw(Ei,Pj), Fs(Ei,Pj))

if h(Pi) = disc then
Mr

s (Ei, t) ← Mr
s (Ei, t)− Fw(Ei,Pj)

for each Con(Pj , Ei, proc, Fw(Pj ,Ei), Fs(Pj ,Ei))
if h(Pi) = disc then

Ms(Ei, t) ← Ms(Ei, t) + Fw(Pj ,Ei)

else if q(Pj) = false then
Ms(Ei, t) ← Ms(Ei, t) + FPj

else
Ms(Ei, t) ← Ms(Ei, t) + Fs(Pj ,Ei).

In this calculation process, biopathways that con-
tain discrete and continuous processes can be easily
modeled. Moreover, with the reserved marking and
delay function mechanism, biopathway processes with
various time intervals can be easily modeled.

4 Metabolic Pathway

Before describing conversion processes with HFPN,
we need to define metabolic pathways and catalyzed
reactions.

Metabolic pathway is a set of chemical reactions.
The chemical reactions that a cell carries out would
normally occur only at temperatures that are much
higher than those existing inside cells. For this rea-
son, each reaction requires a specific boost in chem-
ical reactivity. This requirement is crucial, because
it allows each reaction to be controlled by the cell.
The control is exerted through the specialized pro-
teins called enzymes, each of which accelerates, or
catalyzes, just one of the many possible kinds of re-
actions that a particular molecule might undergo.
For each reaction, modified chemical compounds are
called substrates, generated chemical compounds are
called products, and used but not changed compounds
except for the enzyme are called cofactors. The en-
zyme catalytic activity is sometimes downregulated
by proteins called inhibitors. Upregulating or down-
regulating compounds for a reaction are called effec-
tors. It is noteworthy that the catalytic activities of
enzymes depend on their environment, e.g. tempera-
ture, pH.

Taking these features into account, catalyzed reac-
tions and metabolic pathways are defined as follows.

Definition 4.1 (Catalyzed Reaction). A catalyzed
reaction is a six tuple R = (E,S,P,I,C,M), where
·E is a compound, named enzyme.
·S = {S1, S2, · · · , Sm} is a finite, not empty, set of
compound, named substrate.
·P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pn} is a finite, not empty, set of
compound, named product.
·I = {I1, I2, · · · , Ik} is a finite, set of compound,
named inhibitor.
·C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cl} is a finite, set of compound,

named cofactor.
·M : S ∪ T → N is the stoichiometry mapping.
·{E}∩S = {E}∩P = {E}∩I = {E}∩C = I∩C = φ.

Definition 4.2 (Metabolic Pathway). A
metabolic pathway M = {R1, R2, · · · , Rn} is a
finite, not empty, set of catalyzed reaction.

5 HFPN: Recreating Metabolic Pathway

5.1 Discrete Model

Discrete conversion process with HFPN by BPE is as
follows.

(Discrete Conversion Process)

Input: A catalyzed reaction CR = (E,S,P,I,C,M),
k1, k2, d1, d2 ∈ N , WI = {WIm

∈ N |m = 0, · · · , |I|},
V : {E} ∪ S ∪ P ∪ I ∪ C → N .
Output: HFPN H = (E, P,ENT,PRO, CON).

Process:

add Ent(E,disc, V (E)) to ENT.
for each Si ∈ S add Ent(Si,disc, V (Si)) to ENT.
for each Pi ∈ P add Ent(Pi,disc, V (Pi)) to ENT.
for each Ii ∈ I add Ent(Ii,disc, V (Ii)) to ENT.
for each Ci ∈ C add Ent(Ci,disc, V (Ci)) to ENT.
add Pro(R1,disc,false, d1) = Pro1 to PRO.
add Pro(R2,disc,false, d2) = Pro2 to PRO.
add Con(E,R1,proc,k ∗M(Si), φ) to CON
for each Si ∈ S

add Con(Si,R1,proc,k1 ∗M(Si), φ) to CON
add Con(R2,Si,proc,k2 ∗M(Si), φ) to CON.

for each Pi ∈ P
add Con(R1,Pi,proc,k1 ∗M(Pi), φ) to CON
add Con(Pi,R2,proc,k2 ∗M(Pi), φ) to CON.

for each Ii ∈ I
add Con(Ii,R1,inhibitor,Wli , φ) to CON.

for each Ci ∈ C
add Con(Ci,R1,assoc,0, φ) to CON.

In the discrete conversion process with HFPN, all
compounds that appear in a catalyzed reaction are
translated into entities. The catalyzed reaction,
E,S,P, I, C is translated into a process Pro1. Nor-
mally, a catalyzed reaction has an inverse reaction,
which is represented by another process Pro2. The
parameter k1 depends on the catalyzed activity of the
enzyme E, and should be set to a high discrete value
if the enzyme activity is strong. The parameter k2
depends on the inverse reaction activity and should
be set less than k1. The parameter d1 is used for the
time interval until one catalyzed reaction will com-
plete; if the value set higher, the value of enzyme that
is used for a reaction, k1, is reserved for long time and
can not be used for future reactions. The parameter
d1 effectively functions when the number of enzymes
becomes fewer than that of other substrates and co-
factors. The parameter d2 represents the time inter-
val until an inverse reaction complete. The inverse
reaction is always slower than the catalyzed reaction.
Thus, d2 should be set higher than d1. The parameter
WIi means the activity of inhibitor li for the catalyzed
reaction. If the value is set lower, the power of the
inhibitor becomes higher.
The Discrete Petri net (DP) for metabolic pathways
was firstly introduced by (Reddy, Mavrovouniotis &
Liebman 1993, Reddy, Liebman & Mavrovouniotis
1996). Their aim is not to simulate the pathway
with kinetics, but to apply structural analyses with
existing methods after modeling with DP, e.g. net
abstraction, boundedness, S-invariants, T-invariants,
and liveness. To make structural analyses much sim-
pler, their conversion processes were much simpler



than our BPE conversion process. For example, the
inverse process and delay constants do not exist and
stoichiometry mapping M in RC is not used. Of
course, BPE can generate a simpler model using ap-
propriate values as inputs, and these analyses can
be also treated with analysis tools by the Petri net
community (http://www.daimi.au.dk/PetriNets/
tools/).

5.2 Continuous Model

Continuous conversion process with HFPN by BPE
is as follows.

(Continuous Conversion Process)

Input: A catalyzed reaction CR = (E,S,P,I,C,M),
WI = {WIm ∈ R+|m = 0, · · · , |I|},
Fs(E,R1) : R+ → R,
Fs(S,R1) = {Fs(Si,R1) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |S|},
Fs(R2,S) = {Fs(R2,Si) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |S|},
Fs(R1,P) = {Fs(R1,Pi) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |P|},
Fs(P,R2) = {Fs(Pi,R2) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |P|},
Fw(E,R1) : R+ → R,
Fw(S,R1) = {Fw(Si,R1) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |S|},
Fw(R2,S) = {Fw(R2,Si) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |S|},
Fw(R1,P) = {Fw(R1,Pi) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |P|},
Fw(P,R2) = {Fw(Pi,R2) : R+ → R|i = 0, · · · , |P|},
V : {E} ∪ S ∪ P ∪ I ∪ C → R+.

Output: HFPN H = (E, P,ENT, PRO, CON).

Process:

add Ent(E,cont, V (E)) to ENT.
for each Si ∈ S, add Ent(Si,cont, V (Si)) to ENT.
for each Pi ∈ P, add Ent(Pi,cont, V (Pi)) to ENT.
for each Ii ∈ I, add Ent(Ii,cont, V (Ii)) to ENT.
for each Ci ∈ C, add Ent(Ci,cont, V (Ci)) to ENT.
add Pro(R1,cont,true, 0) = Pro1 to PRO.
add Pro(R2,cont,true, 0) = Pro2 to PRO.
add Con(E,R1,assoc,Fw(E,R1),Fs(E,R1)) to CON

for each Si ∈ S
add Con(Si,R1,proc,Fw(Si,R1),Fs(Si,R1)) to CON
add Con(R2,Si,proc,Fw(R2,Si),Fs(R2,Si)) to CON.

for each Pi ∈ P
add Con(R1, Pi),proc,Fw(R1,Pi),Fs(R1,Pi)) to CON
add Con(Pi, R2),proc,Fw(Pi,R2),Fs(Pi,R2)) to CON.

for each Ii ∈ I
add Con(Ii,R1,inhibitor,Wi, φ) to CON.

for each Ci ∈ C
add Con(Ci,R1,assoc,0, φ) to CON.

In the continuous conversion process with HFPN,
such as the discrete conversion process, above all
compounds that appear in a catalyzed reaction,
E,S,P, I, C, are translated into entities. The cat-
alyzed reaction is also translated into a process Pro1.
For the inverse reaction, Pro2 is also assigned. Con-
tinuous conversion is often used for more accurate
simulation with well defined kinetics than discrete
one. Speed functions, Fs(E,R1),Fs(S,R1), Fs(R2,S),
Fs(R1,P) and Fs(P,R2), are therefore assigned to each
connector of these processes to represent suitable
kinetics, e.g. the mass action law, the Michaelis-
Menten equation. On the other hand, the mass ac-
tion law and the Michaelis-Menten equation do not
use weight functions, Fw(E,R1),Fw(S,R1), Fw(R2,S),
Fw(R1,P) and Fw(P,R2). For these kinetics, instead
of weight functions, weight constants (= 0) are used.
The parameter WIi means the activity of inhibitor li
for the catalyzed reaction. If the value is set lower,

the power of the inhibitor becomes higher. In the
conversion process, Ii is set constant value. For more
complicated kinetics, weight function can be used in-
stead of a weight constant.

As an implementation example, the Michaelis-
Menten equation as a specific implementation pro-
cess with continuous Perti net (CPN) was de-
scribed (Genrich, Kuffner & Voss 2001). When more
than one substrate is involved in a catalyzed reac-
tion, the Michaelis-Menten equation becomes invalid.
For the case, as another example, an extended ki-
netic model was implemented with the hybrid Petri
net (HPN) (Chen & Hofestädt 2003). HPN and CPN
are sub-architectures of HFPN and these implemen-
tations are also realized in BPE.

6 BPE: Recreating Metabolic Pathway

6.1 KEGG and its Conversion

KEGG project maintains a large amount of biopath-
way information and provides publicly available
services, e.g. KEGG, DBGET, LIGAND, and
BRITE (Kanehisa & Goto 2000).

LIGAND service is a database of chemical com-
pounds and enzyme reactions in biological pathways.
The LIGAND consists of three kinds of data; com-
pound data, reaction data and enzyme data. The
reaction data is shown in Fig. 2(c). All three data
can be downloaded from the URL in Table 1(1).
Our BPE integrates these data to SQLite that is one
of a relational database with SQL92 standard for-
mat (http://www.sqlite.org/).

In KEGG service, metabolic and gene regula-
tory pathways are represented with graphical path-
way maps, which can be accessed from the URL
in Table 1(2). These maps consist of GIF image
maps, HTML and CGI scripts as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Each metabolic map consists of binary relations of
enzymes, figures to other maps and compounds that
consist of substrates and products. Each of these
components is linked to a URL, (i) an enzyme po-
sition links to detailed information e.g. the name,
the EC number as in Fig. 2(b), (ii) each compound
links to its chemical name, chemical equation, etc,
(iii) each map links to its detailed pathway map.

A conversion target of BPE is more than 6000
metabolic pathway maps in KEGG. The output of
BPE should be reusable for users when remodeling
the pathway. However, conversion process in Section
5 does not mention any view of generated HFPN com-
ponents, e.g. positions, sizes and colors for entities
and processes. Fortunately, in KEGG, each metabolic
pathway map is strictly controlled to maintain human
readability like one of art and molecular biologists fa-
miliar with these maps. Thus, BPE reuses the view of
these maps, e.g. positions, sizes and colors of entities
and processes.

However, in KEGG maps, to keep human read-
ability, many compounds that are used in a cat-
alytic reaction in the map are not shown. This is
a problem, because these compounds should exist
when simulating these maps. To handle this problem,
these compounds are assigned “undisplay” attribute
of GONML format by BPE. By the “undisplay” at-
tribute, when start to model a biopathway from a
BPE generated one, unnecessary compounds are not
displayed and users can concentrate on developing the
pathway. Moreover, when simulating the biopath-
way, these undisplayed compounds can be used. By
Fig. 3(c), it will be clear, why “undisplay” attribute
is necessary to keep each generated map much sim-
pler. These information e.g. positions, sizes and col-
ors, is also stored into the relational database of our



(a) A KEGG map.

(b) A link from the KEGG map in (a).

1: ENTRY R00947
2: NAME D-Glucose-1-phosphate phosphohydrolase
3: DEFINITION D-Glucose 1-phosphate + H2O <=>
3: DEFINITION alpha-D-Glucose + Orthophosphate
4: EQUATION C00103 + C00001 <=> C00267 + C00009
5: PATHWAY PATH:MAP00010 Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis
6: ENZYME 3.1.3.10

(c) A reaction data in LIGAND.

1: ENTRY C00103
2: NAME D-Glucose 1-phosphate
3: alpha-D-Glucose 1-phosphate
4: Cori ester
5: D-Glucose alpha-1-phosphate
6: FORMULA C6H13O9P

(d) A compound data in LIGAND.

Figure 2: (a) The glycolysis/gluconeogenesis map in
KEGG, its URL is in Table 1(4). (b) The map (a)
has a clickable image map. For example, a rectangle
with a string 3.1.3.10 links to the detailed informa-
tion via DBGET. The URL is in Table 1(5). The
3.1.3.10 is one of EC-numbers that reflect the clas-
sification of enzymes with their enzymatic functions.
Enzyme names for EC-numbers change depending
on species. LIGAND database manages these in-
formation. (c) A reaction information in LIGAND
database. (d) A compound information in LIGAND
database. The LIGAND reaction and compound file
can be downloaded from LIGAND ftp site on Ta-
ble 1(3). Each compound or reaction is assigned an
unique ENTRY attribute by KEGG, here, R00949 or
C00103 on line 1 in (c) or (d). In other databases,
e.g. MIPS and WIT, the KEGG ENTRY attribute is
not used but their original attributes are used. Thus,
when creating the integrated database of BPE, a map-
ping table between these attributes is necessary.

BPE. Combining conversion process in Section 5.1
and this view information, BPE can generate an ex-
ecutable metabolic pathway for each map in KEGG
while keeping its human readability.

For example, as in Fig. 3, BPE translates a KEGG
map, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis map in Fig. 2(a) into
Fig. 3(a). The conversion result also works with ani-
mation on GON as in Fig. 3(b).

It must be noted that other biopathway XML for-
mats, SBML and CellML, do not define any graphical
notation, e.g. position, size, color, without adding ex-
tensions for these formats. This is another reason why
BPE employs GONML as the generic format (other
reasons are described in Section 2).

6.2 BioCyc and its Conversion

BioCyc is another collection of pathway/genome
databases (Karp, Riley, Saier, Paulsen, Collado-
Vides, Paley, Pellegrini-Toole, Bonavides & Gama-
Castro 2002). Each database in the BioCyc collec-
tion describes the genome and metabolic pathways of
a single organism, with the exception of the MetaCyc
database, which is a reference source on metabolic
pathways from many organisms (Karp, Riley, Paley
& Pellegrini-Toole 2002). All these data can be down-
loaded from the URL in Table 1(8). Our BPE also
stores these data to a relational database, SQLite.

In BioCyc, like KEGG maps, metabolic networks
are represented by graphical pathway maps with
clickable gif image maps, which can be accessed from
the URL in Table 1(9) as in Fig. 4(a). The com-
ponents of each metabolic map are reactions, each of
which consists of substrates, products and its enzyme.
As the same reason in KEGG maps, BPE reuses the
view information, e.g. positions, sizes and colors, and
generates its executable metabolic pathway for each
map in BioCyc.

For example, as in Fig. 4, BPE can create an exe-
cutable pathway from a map in EcoCyc that is one of
BioCyc database for Escherichia coli. In this exam-
ple, BPE converts the dTDP-rhamnose biosynthesis
pathway in EcoCyc as in Fig. 4(a) to executable for-
mat with discrete conversion process as in Fig. 4(c).

Several Petri net tools have a function that au-
tomatically layouts Petri net components, e.g. Re-
new (Olaf & Frank 2000). Thus, combining the view
information, e.g. position, size, color, in KEGG and
BioCyc maps, and the automatic layout functions,
based on the XML file of BPE, more sophisticated
executable map than these original maps can be dis-
played on applications. Unfortunately, the automatic
layout functions are currently not implemented in
GON. The Renew is implemented with JAVA and
uses automatic layout classes in the Java Develop-
ment Kit (JDK). Fortunately, BPE and GON are also
implemented with JAVA and can easily correspond to
it by the JDK.

7 Advanced Features of BPE

7.1 Large-Scale Human Editable KEGG
Metabolic Pathway and its Simulation

In Section 6, BPE generates one executable map
from one static map in KEGG or BioCyc. More-
over, BPE can freely create a merged executable
map from set of maps in KEGG or BioCyc.
Fig. 5 is a large-scale executable map by BPE. The
map has merged thirty maps that are categorized
into carbohydrate metabolism in KEGG (glycoly-
sis/gluconeogenesis, TCA cycle, pentose phosphate
pathway, fructose and mannose metabolism, galac-
tose metabolism, ascorbate and aldarate metabolism,



(a) BPE discrete conversion result displayed on GON.

(b) (a) is executed on GON with animations.

(c) BPE discrete conversion result displayed on GON without undis-
play attribute.

Figure 3: (a) BPE discrete conversion result for the
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis KEGG map in Fig. 2(a).
We can also convert more than 6000 metabolic path-
way maps in KEGG. These KEGG maps can be ac-
cessed from the URL in Table 1(2). (b) A snapshot
of executing the metabolic pathway of (a) with ani-
mations. (c) BPE discrete conversion result for the
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis map in KEGG. The dif-
ference between this figure and (a) is, in this figure,
by removing undisplay attribute of GONML in (a),
dismissed compounds in original KEGG map are dis-
played on GON. Comparing these results, it will be
clear, original KEGG maps are removing unimpor-
tant compounds in reactions for enhancing human
readability.

(a) An EcoCyc biopathway map.

(b) A link from the EcoCyc map in (a).

(c) BPE discrete conversion result are displayed and exe-
cuted with animation on GON.

Figure 4: (a) The dTDP-rhamnose biosynthesis path-
way map in EcoCyc. The URL is in Table 1(6).
(b) The map (a) has a clickable image map. For ex-
ample, the compound, glucose-1-phosphate, on the
map links to the detailed information. The URL is
in Table 1(7). The information is similar to DBGET
in KEGG project as in Fig. 2(b). (c) BPE conver-
sion result for dTDP-rhamnose biosynthesis map in
Fig. 2(a). As in Fig. 3(b), it is simulated with anima-
tion on GON.



Table 1: URL links discussed on this paper.

(1) KEGG project
http://www.genome.ad.jp/

(2) KEGG service
http://www.genome.ad.jp/KEGG/metabolic/

(3) LIGAND ftp site
ftp://ftp.genome.ad.jp/pub/kegg/ligand/

(4) Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis map
http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/pathway

/map/map00010.html

(5) DBGET information for enzyme 3.1.3.10
http://www.genome.ad.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?

enzyme+3.1.3.10

(6) dTDP-rhanmose pathway on EcoCyc
http://biocyc.org:1555/ECOLI/new-image?

type=PATHWAY&object=DTDPRHAMSYN-PWY

(7) glucose-1-phosphate pathway map on EcoCyc
http://biocyc.org:1555/ECOLI/new-image?

type=COMPOUND-IN-PATHWAY&object=GLC-1-P

(8) BioCyc flat file database download site
http://biocyc.org/download.shtml

(9) BioCyc project
http://biocyc.org:1555/server.html

Figure 5: A snapshot of the executable large-scale
metabolic pathway with 2D plotting graphs and an-
imations by BPE. The map compiles thirty maps
that are categolized into carbohydrate metabolism
in KEGG. The executable map contains more than
10000 HFPN components. Many substrates and
products exist on the map but not displayed, because
they are also removed in KEGG map for human read-
ability.

pyruvate metabolism, glyoxylate and dicarboxy-
late metabolism, propanoate metabolism, propanoate
metabolism, butanoate metabolism, C5-branched
dibasic acid metabolism, inositol metabolism). The
executable map contains more than 10000 HFPN
components.

When modeling large-scale metabolic pathway in
a cell, localization information is also important. Be-
cause, in a cell, activity of each of these pathways
depends on compartments of the cell, e.g. glycol-
ysis/gluconeogenesis pathway works in cytoplasm,
TCA pathway works in mitochondria. To deal with
it, we can integrate localization information of en-
zymes from public database, e.g. MIPS and BioCyc,
to BPE.

7.2 Integration of Gene Regulatory Net-
works from an Output of BPE

To create a targeting biopathway, we start from an
output of BPE. We use the gene regulatory network
of the lac operon (Kercher, Lu & Lewis 1997). The lac
operon consists of one regulatory gene, lacI, and three
structural gene, lacZ, lacY and lacA. The lacI gene
codes for the repressor of the lac operon. The lacZ
gene codes for b-galactosidase (b-gal), which is pri-
marily responsible for the hydrolysis of the disaccha-
ride, lactose into its monomeric units, galactose and
glucose. The lacY gene codes for permease, which in-
creases permeability of the cell to b-galactosides. The
lacA gene encodes a transacetylase. During normal
growth on a glucose-based medium, the lac repres-
sor is bound to the operator region of the lac operon,
preventing transcription. However, in the presence of
an inducer of the lac operon, the repressor protein
binds the inducer and is rendered incapable of inter-
acting with the operator region of the operon. RNA
polymerase is thus able to bind at the promoter re-
gion, and transcription of the operon ensues. The lac
operon is repressed, even in the presence of lactose, if
glucose is also present. This repression is maintained
until the glucose supply is exhausted.

First, the related two metabolic pathways, gly-
colysis/gluconeogenesis and galactose metabolism are
converted and merged into one map by BPE. Second,
the above lac operon gene regulatory information is
compiled into the generated pathway as in Fig. 6(a),
detail is in our website (http://genomicobject.
net/). In the conversion process, continuous con-
version with the mass action law is applied with the
following inputs.

Inputs:

·V (x) =
{

100 if x ∈ {E} ∪ S ∪ P ∪ C
0 if x ∈ I,

·Fw(E,R1) = 0,
·Fw(S,R1) = Fw(R2,S) = 0,
·Fw(P,R2) = Fw(R1,P) = 0,
·WI = c (We must note that simulation result does

not change depending on the value of c,
because V (Ii) = 0. Here, we assign c = 10),

·k1 = 0.1, k2 = 0.01, k3 = 0.01,
·K(k, n) = k ∗ kn

3 ,
·Prod1(P) =

∏n
i=1(Ms(Pi, t)−Mr

s (Pi, t)),
·Prod2(E,S) = (Ms(E, t)−Mr

s (E, t))∗∏n
i=1(Ms(Si, t)−Mr

s (Si, t)),
·Fs(E,R1) = φ,
·Fs(S,R1) = M(Si) ∗K(k1, |S|+ 1) ∗ Prod2(E,S),
·Fs(R2,S) = M(Si) ∗K(k2, |P|) ∗ Prod1(P),
·Fs(P,R2) = M(Pi) ∗K(k2, |P|) ∗ Prod1(P),
·Fs(R1,P) = M(Pi) ∗K(k1, |S|+ 1) ∗ Prod2(E,S).



(a) A BPE generated metabolic pathway with gene regulatory net-
works.

(b) Hierarchization is applied to the metabolic pathway in (a).

Figure 6: (a) An executable metabolic pathway with
gene regulatory networks. The biopathway consists
of right and left boxed parts. The right part is a
metabolic pathway by BPE. The pathway consists
from two KEGG maps: glycolysis/gluconeogenesis
and galactose metabolism. The left part is the gene
regulatory network of lac operon that is modeled by
a user. (b) The same model in (a) but hierarchiza-
tion is applied and the right part in (a) is replaced
with one hierarchized component with three public
entities that represent; lacZ, lactose, and alpha-D-
glucose. These entities are connected with outer pro-
cesses in the gene regulatory network.

These inputs might be far from real metabolic en-
vironments, because their quantities V and enzyme
activities k1,k2, and k3 should be different. Under
these inputs, if intracellular galactose is exhausted,
surprisingly, a dynamics - extracellular lactose is
captured into cytoplasm and catalyzed into galactose
- can be observed without any difficulties. It means
that some basic biopathway activity can be observed
without strict inputs for the model. In BRENDA,
the Michaelis-Menten constants for more than 2000
enzymes with different EC numbers (e.g. more than
400 enzymes of Escherichia coli) are stored. With
these values, more realistic model can be generated
with BPE.

From another point of view, the pathway con-
sists of 2098 components, where BPE oriented compo-
nents are 1943 (93%) and user added components are
155 (7%), It means that BPE reduces a considerable
amount of tedious work for users to add known reac-
tions of the metabolic pathway and prevents human
errors when modeling the metabolic pathway.

Biopathways in KEGG and BioCyc are daily up-
dated. Thus, after modeling pathways that derived
from a BPE oriented pathway, the BPE oriented
pathway should be automatically synchronized with
the update of these biopathways. Without such a
mechanism, a user would need to search manually
which pathway is updated after modeling pathways.

When generating metabolic pathways, BPE can
apply hierarchization, which is one feature of HFPN,
to these pathways. By hierarchization, components
that represent glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and galac-
tose metabolism (surrounded by the right dotted box
in Fig. 6(a)) can be replaced with one new component
(surrounded by the right dotted box in Fig. 6(b)). It
means that user can freely replace the hierarchized
pathway, represented with one component, to another
pathway. For in the previous example, by hierar-
chization mechanism, an executable metabolic path-
way that is generated from two metabolic pathway
can be always kept as latest pathway in KEGG.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have described processes of converting metabolic
pathways with discrete and continuous way with
HFPN. With the conversion process, BPE - that re-
constructs two major biopathway databases, KEGG
and EcoCyc to an XML format of HFPN, GONML
- are implemented with JAVA. BPE also have a
original relation database with SQLite that inte-
grated KEGG and EcoCyc databases and parts
of other databases that are useful for simula-
tion, e.g. protein localization information of en-
zymes in MIPS and Michaelis-Menten values of en-
zymes in BRENDA. By applying the conversion pro-
cesses, other biopathway databases, such as WIT
and Boehringer Mannheim (http://www.expasy.
org/cgi-bin/), can be also integrated to BPE.

Advanced features of BPE are:

i) various abstraction level executable metabolic
pathways can be generated, e.g. when simpler dis-
crete conversion process is selected, DP structural
analyses can be applied with Petri net tools, whereas
when continuous conversion process with ODE based
kinetics are selected, ODE based simulation can be
applied.
ii) major biopathway representation formats, SBML
and CellML, are subsets of GONML. Thus, output of
ODE based conversion process by BPE can be used
with applications that support SBML or CellML.
iii) original large-scale editable and executable maps
can be generated from set of maps in pathway



databases.
iv) starting from an executable metabolic models by
BPE, user can construct finer models by themselves
with biological knowledge and experimental data.
v) applying hierarchization when generating a path-
way with BPE, the pathway can be automatically
always synchronized with latest original pathway
databases.

In Figure 6(b), we have generated an executable
and editable metabolic pathway from set of KEGG
metabolic maps and edited the pathway by insert-
ing components that represent lac operon related
gene regulatory networks and revealed its efficiency.
Whereas, our aim of BPE is to automatically gen-
erate editable, executable biopathways including sig-
nal transduction pathways, e.g. gene regulatory net-
works. Thus, we need to extend current BPE to
integrate other signal transduction pathway data in
KEGG and BioCyc, signal induction reactions data,
e.g. CSNDB, TRANSPATH, and GeneNet. In addi-
tion, we need to create conversion processes for reac-
tions in signal transduction pathways. Fortunately,
with HFPN, we have already modeled and simulated
some signal transduction pathways which are good
enough to explain the known biopathway information,
e.g. a glycolytic pathway, circadian rhythms, as mul-
ticellular systems, boundary formation by notch sig-
naling in Drosophila(Matsuno, Murakami, Yamane,
Yamasaki, Fujita, Yoshimori & Miyano 2003), apop-
tosis induced by Fas ligand. Thus, in these signal
transduction pathways, by analyzing what biological
function can be realized with which set of compo-
nents in these models, we can create conversion pro-
cesses with HFPN for signal transduction pathways
like conversion processes for metabolic pathways.
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